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Refrigeration
Refrigeration
Hand Tools
These wrenches fit the common size of flare nuts
used on Thermo King units. The 12 point jaw allows
the tool to get into tight hard-to-get places where
movement is limited.

204-811
204-101
204-490

Flare nut wrench 5/8x13/16
Flare nut wrench 3/4x1
Flare nut wrench 15/16x1-1/16

A unique socket design four-way wrench with
openings for adjusting four different sizes of square
stems: 3/16, 1/4, 5/16 and 3/8 square.

204-487

Wrench - ratchet

204-178

Adapter - for valves with
3/8 in. square stem

R

Use these 8 point sockets with tool 204-178
adapter to adapt a mechanic’s 1/4” drive ratchet for
adjusting refrigeration service valves.

204-189
204-190
204-196

Socket - 1/4” w/1/4” drive
Socket - 5/16” w/1/4” drive
Socket - 3/8” w/1/4” drive

Separate the body sections of the 3-way valve
without damaging the surfaces (See Refrigeration
System Maintenance Manual, TK7515).

204-424

3-way valve gasket breaker
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Refrigeration
Hand Tools
This Thermo King designed tool will manually
shift the 3-way valve to cool if the valve becomes
stuck on heat position (see Refrigeration System
Maintenance Manual. TK5715).

204-425

3-way valve shifter

A special tool designed to disassemble the 3-way
valve stem (See Refrigeration system Maintenance
manual, TK 7515)

204-313

3-way valve wrench

Use this tool to install new style PTFE caps seal on
the 3-way valve piston. To prevent the seal from
being stretched and damaged.

204-1008 3-way valve piston seal
installer

These hard to find wrenches will remove the 2 or
2- 1/16” hex on the suction valve end of the suction
vibrasorber and the 1-5/8” hex on the accumulator
tank end.

204-962
204-491
204-492
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Suction vibrasorber wrench,
2-1/16”
Suction vibrasorber wrench,
2”
Suction vibrasorber wrench,
1-5/8”

Refrigeration
Hand Tools
This tube cutter makes 90° cuts in copper
refrigeration tubing. A foldaway reamer quickly
removes burrs on the inside edge of the tube after
cutting.

204-116

Tube cutter

Designed for cutting in tight quarters where other
cutters will not fit. Fits tubes 1/8 to 5/8” diameter,
and the cutter needs only 1-1/4” swing radius of
clearance

204-493

Tube cutter

R

Cuts tubing in tight, hard to reach places.

204-469

Saw - tubing

For expanding copper tubing to make sweat
fittings. The 3/8” swedge expands a 3/8” tube to
receive a 3/8” tube, etc.

204-207
204-117
204-118
204-119
204-120

Tool - swedging 1/4”
Tool - swedging 3/8”
Tool - swedging 1/2”
Tool - swedging 5/8”
Tool - swedging 3/4”
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Refrigeration

Clean female fittings and swedged tubing before
soldering. This must be done to assure a good leakfree solder joint

204-242
204-109
204-110
204-111
204-112
204-245

Brush - copper tubing, 1/4"
Brush - copper tubing, 3/8"
Brush - copper tubing, 1/2"
Brush - copper tubing, 5/8"
Brush - copper tubing, 3/4”
Brush - copper tubing, 1-3/8"

A tool to remove inner and outer burrs before
flaring tube. Features a heavy duty housing with
steel blades.

204-528

Deburring tool

Install the heat sink on the vibrasorber end fitting
before soldering. This will prevent damage to the
rubber covering and the vibrasorber.

204-583
204-584
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Heat sink, suction
vibrasorber
Heat sink, discharge
vibrasorber

Refrigeration
Hand Tools
Features
Type

Self-Relieving High Flow

Body Material

Nickel Plated Zinc

Inlet Connection

1/4" (F)NPT

Max. Inlet Pressure

(PSI)

Output

95 psi

Max. dBA

89

Air Consumption

(SCFM) 20

(F)NPT Outlet (In.)

1/8

Overall Length (In.)

5-1/8

Extension Size (In.)

1/2

Nozzle

Self-Relieving High-Flow

Nozzle Length (In.)

1/2

150

R

Agency Compliance OSHA Regulations Section
1910.242B for Pressure Relief and 1910.95 for
Noise Level

204-950

Blow gun safety type

Attach the hot/cold air to a compressor and it will
blow hot air out one orifice and cold air out the
other. Use it for cycling the thermostat by aiming
it at the sensor bulb.

Features
d Maintenance free no moving parts
d Cycle repeatability within ±1F
d Drops inlet temperature by up to 100F
d Cools without electricity or refrigerants
d Exceptionally reliable, compact & lightweight
204-1180 Vortec tube kit
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Refrigeration

The spring bender slips over soft copper tubing
during bending to help prevent tube collapse. For
5/8 and 3/8 tubes. 12 inch long.

204-816
204-817

Spring tube bender - 3/8 inch
Spring tube bender - 5/8 inch

The soldering and hot air tool is cordless and is
refillable with standard butane lighter fuel
available at most department and drug stores. It has
adjustable temperature control of an electric
soldering gun equivalent of 10 to 60 watts.
The kit includes four tools; soldering iron, blow
torch, hot air blower and hot knife.

204-753

Butane soldering kit

This lever tube bender makes quick, accurate bends
in copper tubes for multi-temperature installation.

204-814
204-813
204-941
204-815
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Tube bender - 7/8 inch
Tube bender - 5/8 inch
Tube bender - 1/2 inch
Tube bender - 1/4, 5/16 & 3/8

Refrigeration

Removes external snap rings. For use with snap rings
7/16 to 2 inch diameter. Overall length 6-7/8 inches.

204-808

Snap ring pliers

R

Use this tool on small truck units to remotely energize solenoids. Remove the coil and install the
magnet shifting the solenoid.

204-1074 Magnet
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Refrigeration
All evacuation tools are on one easy to maneuver,
heavy duty aluminum hand truck with oversize
pneumatic tires.
d The station features:
d Two stage 6 CFM pump
d Micron Gauge
d Three point evacuation
d A manifold assembly which allows isolating
vacuum from the charging process
d Can isolate the pump to measure the pump pull
-down capacity

204-725
204-744

Station - evacuation 120V
Station - evacuation 220V

Replacement parts:
204-713
204-699
204-721
204-735
204-722
204-720*
204-743*
204-734
204-732
204-733
204-803
204-818
204-819
203-419
204-798

Pump - vacuum, 120V
Pump - vacuum, 220V
Sensor
Hose - 1/2 x 108”
Standard calibration
Meter - micron 120V
Meter - micron 220V
Hose 3/8 x 48”
Manifold assembly
Valve - ball 1/2”
Hose - 1/2” x 14”
Dual valve assy
Depressor - 1/4” flare
Oil - vacuum pump 1 gal
Outlet strip

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

The Refrigeration System Clean-Up Tool features hoses with O-Ring seal fittings, an
adapter which replaces the throttling valve (or
the suction valve adapter on units with electronic throttling valves), and a filter/throttling
valve assembly.
The Clean-Up Tool can be used to clean systems of all trailer units with 4 cylinder TK
compressor, with any style hose connections.
Refer to the included manual for replacement
parts.
204-1106 Refrigeration System CleanUp Tool
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Refrigeration
Vacuum pump feature:

d 6 cfm (free air displacement)
d 2 stage rotary vane vacuum pump
d 20 micron factory rating
d 1/3 hp, 120/1/60 motor (thermo-protector)
d Gas ballast - eliminates condensation of vapors
within the pump

d 1/2 male flare intake fitting
d 13 oz oil capacity
204-713
204-699

Vacuum pump 120/1/60
Vacuum pump 220/1/50

For best results, change the oil after each
evacuation (204-713 & 204-699 vacuum pump oil
capacity is 13 oz).

203-419

Warranty information provided in the Shop Supply
section.

Oil - vacuum pump (1 gal)

Test manifold features:
d Solid brass construction for durability
d Maximum capacity design
d Full size metal valve handles
d Teflon valve seats
d Positive O-ring seal on valves
d Quick open 1-1/2 turns for full flow
d Heavy duty hook
d 3-plug hose anchor
d Repairable valves
d Color coded gauges
d Compound pressure gauge range: 30” Hg vac
to 350 psig (-100 to 2400 kPa)

d High pressure gauge range: 0 to 500 psi (03400 kPa)

204-526

Test manifold

Replacement parts:
204-527 Valve repair kit
204-561 Gauge - high pressure
204-562 Gauge - compound pressure
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Refrigeration
R134a Tools
Here is a manifold gauge set dedicated for R134a
use.

Manifold gauge features:
d Vibration free gauges
d Solid brass forged manifold bar
d Enviro-guardTM hoses with quick connect
couplers

d Color coded gauges, hand wheels and hoses
204-758 R134a Manifold gauge set F°
scale
Replacement parts:

204-781
204-782
204-783
204-784
204-785
204-791
204-792
204-797
204-850
204-851
204-852

Stem seal kit
O-ring (4)
Hand wheel set (2)
Gauge - compound R134a F°
Gauge - pressure R134a F°
Coupler - discharge
Coupler - suction
Connector
Yellow hose 72”
Red hose 72”
Blue hose 72”

R134a Tools
Adapts your manifold gauge set with 1/4 inch flares to
fit R134a units with SAE-dimensioned R134a charge
and service ports. The coupler features:

d A quick connect/disconnect and actuation for
access to systems at working pressures.

d Integral safety sleeve holds coupler securely to
service ports.

d Color coded knobs for easy high/low identification
204-791
204-792
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Coupler - discharge, w/red knob
Coupler - suction, w/blue knob

Refrigeration
Adapter for retrofitting units with 1/4 inch male
flare fitting to 1/2 inch male Acme thread fitting.
The adapter features a unique valve depressor
which allows the schrader valve in the flare fitting
to continue to function. Includes color coded, Oring sealing cap.
Replacement red cap (66-7182), replacement blue
cap (66-7183).

66-7179
66-7181

Adapter - discharge, (w/valve,
red cap)
Adapter - suction, (w/valve,
blue cap)

Adapters for converting 1/4 inch flare fittings to
1/2 inch male Acme fittings

204-794
204-793

R

Adapter - 1/4 mfl x 1/2 Acme
Adapter - 1/4 mfl x 1/2 Acme
(for permanent applications)

Refrigeration Couplings

Adapts a 1/4” charging hose to a Schrader valve
fitting.

204-679

Adapter fitting

Adapts the 3/4” fpt thread size on the refrigerant
drum to a 1/4” charging hose. (Gasket included)

204-169

Adapter - refrigeration drum
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Refrigeration
Use this adapter to adapt a 1/4” hose to a gauge
manifold which has been reworked with coupling
55-5093

204-538

Adapter

Use to take oil pressure readings from compressor
service ports with Schrader valves or to take high
pressure readings from the receiver outlet service
port. The adapter has a 1/8 female pipe and a 1/4”
flare with a Schrader valve depressor.

204-626
204-853

Adapter - gauge fitting
Adapter - gauge fitting 90°

The Quickcoupler fittings automatically and
immediately traps refrigerant in the hose when
disconnected, helping to meet non-venting
regulations and prevents finger burns.

204-827
204-826

Quickcoupler 1/4 straight x 1/4
mfl
Quickcoupler 1/4 45° x 1/4 mfl

This adapter opens out of tolerance Schrader
valves. Simply rotate the adjuster with a needle
nose pliers to the desired height. When finished,
rotate back.

204-819

Schrader valve adjuster

Replacement gasket for charging hoses

33-227
33-1583
33-1582
14

1/4” hose
3/8” hose
1/2” hose

Refrigeration
Refrigeration Hoses
These premium refrigeration services hoses use
self-sealing fittings to reduce venting of refrigerant
during servicing of refrigeration equipment.
Update your current service gauge manifolds with
these hoses to comply with the Clean Air Act
effective November 15, 1993.

204-761
204-762
204-763
204-764
204-823
204-824

Hose - blue, 6 ft
Hose - red, 6 ft
Hose - yellow, 6 ft
Hose - yellow, 12 ft
Repair kit - Quick seal end
Repair kit - std end

These 1/4” hoses give you the same features as the
hoses above plus double protection - a nylon
permeation barrier
and a moisture barrier.
Available with 45° Seal Right (SR) or 45° Quick
Coupler (QC) end.

204-865
204-866
204-867
204-868
204-869
204-870

Hose - red 45° QC 48”
Hose - blue 45° QC 48”
Hose - yellow 45° QC 12”
Hose - red 45° SR & QC 48”
Hose - blue 45° SR & QC 48”
Hose - yellow 45° SR & QC 12’

1/2 ” Evacuation hose features:
d 1/2” id x 108” long
d Heavy duty - 500 psi (10,340 kPa) working
pressure
d Recommended for evacuation systems
d Pulls vacuum quicker than smaller hoses
d Will not collapse at deep vacuums
33-1582 Replacement gasket for 1/2” hose

204-735

Hose - evacuation, 1/2”

3/8” Evacuation hose features:
d 3/8” id x 48” long
d 1/4 ffl 45° x 3/8 ffl straight
d Recommended for multipoint evacuation

204-734

Hose - evacuation, 3/8”
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Refrigeration
Hand Valves
This top quality brass valve, with nylon seat and
Teflon packing, has a 1/4” female flare quick
coupler on one end and a 1/4” male flare fitting,
with a valve depressor, on the other. This valve is
very useful for evacuation and testing of units that
have a receiver tank outlet valve with no back seat
position.

204-757

Purge valve

Use this valve to remove refrigerant or refrigerant
oil from 1/4” male flare fittings that use Schrader
valves.

204-625

Access valve actuator/back
seating

Shutoff valve with 1/2 inch flare fittings

204-731

Shutoff valve 1/2 inch

Same manifold as the one used on evacuation
station (204-725). Add to your vacuum pump for
multi point evacuation along with hoses (204-734)
3/8 x 48” and (204-735) 1/2 x 108”.

204-732
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Manifold assembly

Refrigeration
Vacuum/Charging Valves
When building your own vacuum/charging system,
these straight flow through valves connect hoses
and provide full-flow capacity. No angles for
restriction. Handle position shows when the valve
is opened, securely closed and anywhere between.

204-802

Ball valve - 1/8”

When building your own vacuum/charging system,
these straight flow through valves connect hoses
and provide full-flow capacity. No angles for
restriction. Handle position shows when the valve
is opened, securely closed and anywhere between.

204-733

Ball valve - 1/2”

204-620

Hand valve

R

An easy way to adapt your 1/4” charging hoses.
Features a straight flow through valve with a 1/4”
mfl and 1/4” ffl quick adapter.

204-862
204-863
204-864

Adapter hose - 1/4” yellow
Adapter hose - 1/4” blue
Adapter hose - 1/4” red
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Refrigeration
Leak Detectors
This improved leak detector, Model H10G,
replaces the Model H10B. This detector is suitable
for all refrigerants used in current Thermo King
unit production, including HFC systems.
Features include:

d Unique

heated diode detector provides
excellent sensitivity to both chlorine and
fluorine based refrigerants.

d Internal air pump pulls in test air that greatly
enhances detection of small leaks while the
probe is moving under test.

d Balance

control provides
adjustment at rated sensitivity.

calibration

d Halogens

selective technology assures
minimum false alarming due to background
contamination.

d Includes a calibration reference standard to
confirm Calibration and proper unit operation.

d Adjustable sensor control greatly extends

204-828

sensor life.

d Power: 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
204-830

204-712

Leak detector (H10G)

Replacement parts

204-821
204-822
204-828
204-829
204-830

204-829

Tip probe
Filter kit
Calibration reference
Sensor
Refill bottle for calibration
reference

Accurately measures wind speed. Displays knots,
meters per second, kilometers per hour, miles per
hour, feet per minute and Beaufort force.
Hard slip-on case protects buttons, display and
impeller. Waterproof and floats.

204-1029 Pocket Wind Meter
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Refrigeration

A portable leak detector that is as accurate as a
plug-in detector! Its sophisticated technology
makes it very rugged and simple to use. No
resetting for different refrigerant, just turn it on and
enjoy high performance leak detection.
Leak detector features:

d Equal sensitivity to CFCs, HCFC and HFCs
d Audible signal grows stronger as you approach
the leak, fainter as you move away

d Yellow LED's light progressively to show leak
magnitude

d A pump maintains continual flow through the
sensor for rapid leak detection

d

R

Headphone jack for use in noisy environments

d AC power jack for recharging and/or AC
operation

d Rechargeable, replaceable NiCad batteries
Warranty information provided in the Shop Supply
section.

204-756 Leak detector, 120V
204-1888 Leak detector, 220V
Replacement parts:
204-770
204-768
204-767
204-769
204-779
204-766
204-771
204-773
204-772
204-1013

NiCad batteries
12V Cigarette lighter adapter
12V Cord w/battery clips
(1)AC/DC adapter - 120V
(2)AC/DC adapter - 220V
Headphones
Sensor
Tip/filter kit
Tip protector
Tester (R134a gas source)

This tester is a R134a gas source used to test leak
detector 204-756 and 204-1888 for proper
operation. It leaks at approximately 0.5 ounce per
year and will last approximately one year.

204-1013 Tester R134a gas source

(1) Included in 204-756
(2) Included in 204-1888
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Refrigeration
This is a highly sensitive cordless refrigerant leak
detector. This leak detector uses an innovative infrared absorption sensing cell that is extremely sensitive to all refrigerants and only refrigerants.
Features

d Equally sensitive to all refrigerants, including R22, R134a, R-404a, R-410a, R-507 (AZ-50) and
all CFCs, HCFCs and HFCs

d 0.10 oz. (3 gm)/year sensitivity
d 800-Hour infrared cell life
d Infrared cell does not weaken over time therefore response •remains consistent and accurate

d Selective to refrigerants only; will not react to
smoke, humidity, airflow or temperature changes

d High-efficiency air sampling pump provides
quick response and quick clearing ("zeroing")

d On-board diagnostics indicate charging status
and warn of low battery or infrared cell failure

d Includes hard plastic case, NiMH power stick,
2V and 120V adapter/recharger, tip filters and
infrared cell

204-1888 Leak detector

Noncontact thermometers
One noncontact thermometers are now available
from Thermo King. These tools are easy,
simple, and safe to use. There is no need to
focus or calibrate, and no need for special
training. You simply aim, pull the trigger, and
read the temperature. No need to touch what
you’re measuring.
The temperature of
hazardous, hard to reach, or moving materials,
can be taken without getting burned or shocked,
and without contamination.

204-1059 Thermometer
d Accurate and reliable
d ±2% of reading
d Range of 0 to 750°F (-18 to 400°C)
d Fahrenheit/Celsius switch
d Backlight LCD
d 9V battery power with low battery indicator
20

Refrigeration
Electronic Thermometer

This contact thermometer offers fast response and
laboratory accuracy in a rugged handheld tool.

204-1103 Thermometer
d Large backlit dual display plus MIN, MAX or
AVG

d Measures J, K, T and E-type thermocouples
d Real time clock captures the time of day when
an event occurs

d ±0.05% of reading
d IR communication port allows data to be exported

R

d Range of -346 to 2200°F (-210 to 1200°C)
d Fahrenheit/Celsius display
d 3 AA Batteries power with 1000 hour life

Extension K-Type probe includes 3 meters fo thermocouple wire and a pair of male/female mini-connectors.
Compatible with thermometer 204-1103 (above).
Maximum continuous exposure temperature: 500F
(260C)

204-1105 Probe - Extension K-Type

Handy pocket thermometer for quick temperature
checks.

204-233
204-448

Thermometer (-40 to 160 F)
Thermometer (-40 to 70 C)
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Refrigeration
This tool uses an oil-less compressor to reduce the
possibility of cross contamination of the refrigerant
oil, it will automatically switches between liquid
and vapor. The self-clearing loop clears refrigerant
from system and tank. It also features built in high
pressure gauges for the system and tank.

204-1042 Refrigerant Recover
115V 60 Hz
204-1043 Refrigerant Recover
220-240V 50/60 Hz

204-982

204-892

Tank with float switch 30 lbs
capacity

Control float

This tool has been designed to be used for draining
and replacing the oil in a compressor and will
greatly reduce the time required to change the oil
and virtually eliminate messy oil spillage.
Only one connection needs to be made to the
compressor for both draining and refilling with oil
and does not need to be removed while running the
unit between oil changes.

204-750
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Compressor oil drain and fill
tool

Refrigeration
Suction Filter System
When a refrigeration system becomes
contaminated from burn-out or problem due to
moisture or air in the system, use a suction line
filter for clean-up (See Service Bulletin #24, TK
6515).
The basic filter (204-498) includes the filter
canister, filter and two tubes for fittings, With the
addition of an adapter kit listed below, this filter
will virtually fit all Thermo King units.

204-498

Suction line dehydrator
(basic kit)

Replacement parts:
66-2259 Canister
66-2292 Filter
66-2594 Tube

1
1
2

R

For NWD, SNWD, XNWD Crown 500, or any
other unit using a #20 Aeroquip screw-on type
suction vibrasorber (use with 204-498 filter).

204-499

Hose & fittings

Replacement Parts:
66-4284 Hose no. 20
66-795 Fitting - 1-3/8 x #20 flare
33-544 O-ring

2
2
4

Use this adapter set along with dehydrator (204498) along with hose and fittings set (204-499) on
SNWD and SB-I units with flange style suction
valves (see Parts Bulletin #617 TK 7535 for more
information).

204-539

Adapter set - suction
dehydrator
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Refrigeration
Suction Filter Kits
Use this adapter & hose along with the basic kit
(204-498) for CB, TNT & STB with #12
vibrasorber.

204-569
66-4127

Adapter - #12 x #16 male
Hose - #12, compr to adapter

Will fit CWE container units and with minor
modification, will fit other units that use Copeland
compressor and do not use the Thermo King
suction throttling valve. Use with Hose and Fitting
Kit (204-499) and basic Kit (204-498).

204-505

Adapter - suction

Replacement parts:
66-3045
66-3046
66-3047
33-215
33-728
33-544

Hose
Adapter - bulkhead
Adapter suction valve
Gasket - suction valve
O-ring bulkhead
O-ring - hose

1
1
1
10
2
4

Replacement core for suction filter line. This core
contains desiccant and activated alumina. It should
not be left in a unit for more than 48 hours

66-2292

Core - dehydrator

66-8775 is a permanent felt filter (see Service
bulletin #73, TK 6906 for further information).

66-8775

24

Core - filter

Refrigeration
Magnehelic Pressure Gauge

Use for testing, calibrating and adjusting the air
defrost switch. Measures the pressure differential
in inches of water. 0 to 2.0 inches in 0.05
increments range.

204-442

Magnehelic pressure gauge

R

Kit includes a bracket for mounting the magnehelic
gauge, 3/16” rubber hose and a syringe for
applying pressure to the air switch. Use with
magnehelic pressure gauge 204-442.

204-497

Accessory kit for air switches

This squeeze bulb applies even air pressure to the
defrost switch. It avoids putting the air hose in your
mouth to apply pressure. Use with magnehelic
pressure gauge 204-442.

204-494

Bulb and Valve
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Refrigeration
Suction Filter Kits
For units using a Thermo King throttling valve
with a soldered-on vibrasorber, use with filter 204498 and hose 204-499.

204-500

Adapters and manifold

Replacement parts:
99-3879
99-3880
99-3878
33-215
33-2548
55-1735
55-3155
55-3156
55-544

Adapter - hose to manifold
Manifold throttling valve
Ring - manifold to compr
Seal - 4-bolt suction valve to
manifold
Gasket - 2-bolt suction valve
to manifold
Screw - 3/8-16x4-1/4
Screw -3/8-16x4-3/4
Screw - 1/2-13x4-1/2
Screw -1/4-20x1-1/4

2
1
1
10
10
4
4
2
2

On units that have the suction vibrasorber soldered
to the suction service valve, simply unbolt the
valve and slip the manifold between the valve and
compressor. Before ordering, check the clearance
above the suction service valve. The manifold
needs 2.0 inches of clearance to fit.
Use this adapter (2) with hose 66-4283 (1) and
your present suction line dehydrator for Sentry, SB
-I and SB-II unit with O-ring seal suction valve.
This adapter connects the unit suction vibrasorber
to the inlet hose on the filter. The hose connects the
suction valve to the outlet fitting on the suction
filter.

204-577
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Adapter

Refrigeration
Suction Filter Kits
For units with # 16 vibrasorber: Bus, CB and TNT
units, use with filter 204-498.

204-501

Hose & adapter

Replacement parts:
66-3108 Hose - 5 ft
66-795 Fitting - 1-3/8 sol x #20
male flare
66-3106 Adapter - #16 female flare
#20 male flare
66-3107 Adapter - #16 male flare
#20 female flare
33-544 O-ring

1
2
1
1
4

R

Use on buses with #20 vibrasorber, use with 204498.

204-502

Hose & vibrasorber - bus

Replacement parts:
66-3108 Hose - 5 ft, R-22 compatible
66-795 Fitting - 1-3/8 sol x #20 male
33-544 O-ring

1
2
4

For buses with #24 vibrasorber. By soldering these
fittings onto the 204-498 filter, the #24 lines will fit
onto the filter. Use two fittings to modify filter 204
-498.

204-503

Fitting #24 x 1-3/8 solder

An alternative method for buses with #24
vibrasorbers, require filter 204-498.

204-504

Hose and adapters

Replacement Parts:
66-795

Fitting - 1-3/8 sol x #20
male flare
66-3108 Hose - 5 ft R22 compatible
66-3113 Adapter - #24 female x
#20 male flare
33-544 O-ring

2
2
2
4
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Refrigeration
Don't use a knife or a saw to cut refrigerant hoses!
This heavy duty cutter makes a quick, clean, 90°
cut. Features a replaceable stainless steel blade.

204-677
204-678

Hose Cutter
Replacement blade

Make your own R12 refrigeration hoses! This
heavy duty hose crimper features four
interchangeable dies and a mounting base for
permanent work bench mounting. Die sizes are #6,
8, 10 & 12 hose sizes.

204-676

Crimper - R-12 hose

A portable scale designed for both charging and
recovery applications. The Compute-A-Charge is the
most useful, versatile instrument of its kind; an
invaluable tool for proper handling of costly,
environmentally damaging refrigerant. The ComputeA-Charge scale operates on self contained,
rechargeable, NiCad batteries for complete
portability. Whenever the scale is plugged into the
power supply, the batteries are automatically
recharged.

204-760

204-795

204-778
204-777
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Electronic scale for charging
and recovery of refrigerant
120V
Electronic scale for charging
and recovery of refrigerant
220V
Fuse
Heater blanket for refrigerant

Refrigeration

R
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Refrigeration
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Refrigeration

R
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Refrigeration
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Refrigeration

Don't use a knife or a saw to cut refrigerant hoses!
This heavy duty cutter makes a quick, clean, 90°
cut. Features a replaceable stainless steel blade.

204-677
204-678

Hose Cutter
Replacement blade

Use the pliers (204-1045) to quickly close the
speedy clips on the TK 2000 Speedy Clip Hose
System. Position the pliers squarely on the clip
connection points and keep it square when closing
the clip.

204-1045 Clip Pliers #4 to #12 hose

R
Use this pliers (204-1128) for the new #16 speedy
clips on the TK 2000 Speedy Clip Hose System.
Position the pliers squarely on the clip connection
points and keep it square when closing the clip.

204-1128 Clip Pliers #16 hose

This handy carry case includes a clip pliers, hose
cutter with a spare blade, and several sets cages
and clips in sizes #6, 8, 10 &12.

204-1044 TK2000 hose set
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